
SUGGESTED READING AND
OTHER RESOURCES:

· Forming An Antifa Group: A
Manual
itsgoingdown.org/forming-
an-antifa-group-a-manual

· Antifa: The Anti-Fascist
Handbook by Mark Bray
www.akpress.org/
antant.html

· The Antifa Comic Book by Gord Hill
arsenalpulp.com/books/t/the-antifa-comic-book

· Fascism & Anti-Fascism: A Decolonial Perspective by Enaēmaehkiw 
Wākecānāpaew Kesīqnaeh
indigenousaction.org/zine-fascism-anti-fascism-a-
decolonial-perspective

· Towards a Transformative Anti-Fascism by Emmi Bevensee
theanarchistlibrary.org/library/emmi-bevensee-towards-a-
tranformative-anti-fascism

· Make Fascists Afraid Again: Fascism, Feminism and Antifa (podcast)
soundcloud.com/novaramedia/killjoyfm-make-fascists-afraid-
again-neofascism-feminism-and-antifa

crimethinc.com · anti-racistcanada.blogspot.com
intlantifadefence.wordpress.com · torchantifa.org

nooneisillegal.org · rosecityantifa.org · itsgoingdown.org
antihate.ca · stopracism.ca · sproutdistro.com/?s=antifa

A symbol associated with antifa is the  anti-fascist
circle  aka  3 arrows, containing  3  arrows  pointing
down and to the left. Originating in the early 1930s
as an easy way to paint over swastikas, the circle
enclosing the arrows can be omitted. To some, the 3
arrows represent opposition to the 3 forms of  au-
thoritarianism then on the rise in Germany: nazism,
royalism, and statist communism. Opposition to all
3  is  rooted  in  a  critical  position  not  just  against
nazism and fascism, but against all forms of social

control, and broadly in favour of leaderless/horizontal self-organization such
as anarchy/anarchism, autonomism, anti-state communism, etc.

Support your local antifa  start your own  smash the fash!

Cover pic: graffiti c. 2011, Trent River bridge on Hwy 19, Pentlatch & K’omoks Territory

Anti-fascists in Rojava, 2017



As  long  as  there  have  been  fascists,  there  have  been  anti-fascists.  A
hundred years ago, the Italian fascist dictator Mussolini was embattled by
anti-fascists who dynamited dams, and groups like  Arditi del Popolo (The
Daring Ones) –  20,000 anarchists and leftists (not backed by any political
party) who took up arms against him and his followers.

ANTIFA refers to anti-fascism and anti-fascist
action.  It  is  a  moniker  used  by  countless
groups and individuals  worldwide.  Generally
associated with radical  analyses of  fascism,
and  militant  and/or  confrontational,  uncom-
promising tactics, antifas endeavor to stomp
out fascism wherever it  rears its ugly head.
They’ve  successfully  kept  many fascist  and
neo-nazi  organizations  disorganized  and  in-
effective. With the ongoing rise of neo-fascist/
white  nationalist  movements  and  overtly
racist  government policies,  including talk of

designating antifa as a “terrorist” organization in the US, now is the time to
show  real  opposition  to  fascism,  and  solidarity  with  those  targeted  by
hateful  groups  and  actions.  This  includes  supporting  and  normalizing
antifa/anti-fascism as the widespread movement it has become over the
last  few  years.  There  are  reasons  to  expect  that  along  with  already
increasing hate attacks on marginalized people, the mostly low-intensity
conflict  between fascists  and anti-fascists  across  Turtle  Island of  recent
times  could  escalate  dramatically  by  around  the  time  of  the  next  US
presidential election. Groups like the Three Percenters are well armed and
have been training with live ammo in Alberta, and attacks could come at
any time. We’d better be prepared.

In  Weimar  Germany,  the  Nazi  scum  didn't  get
punched  hard  enough,  or  often  enough  during
their  rise  to  power.  The  result  of  white  liberal
tolerance for genocidal speech? Holocaust.

The most notable fascist threat in northern Coast
Salish Territories, where this zine is being written,
is probably the Soldiers of Odin, who in the last
couple years have been opposed in their attempts
to  attack,  harass  and  intimidate  anti-racist
marches,  anarchist  spaces,  leftist  activists  and
tent  cities.   There’s  no  doubt  they  have
supporters and sympathizers throughout “BC”: a
colony founded on white supremacist genocide.

The poster on the right was removed Jan. 9, 2018,
from  where  it  was  placed  near  a  refugee

welcoming center in Lekwungen Territory (Victoria). The day before, these
posters appeared in cities across “Canada”, along with flyers and a banner
drop in Toronto by ID Canada (aka Generation Identity Canada). 

The following is a list  of  fascistic  groups known to be active and/or re-
cruiting in Canada since Trump’s election in 2016. This list is by no means
exhaustive or comprehensive:

· Soldiers of Odin · Ku Klux Klan
· Proud Boys · Three Percenters
· The Base · ID Canada
· Aryan Circle · Yellow Vests*
· Atomwaffen Division
· Blood & Honour/Combat 18
· Canadian Nationalist Party
· People’s Party of Canada

*The  Yellow Vests movement originating in France has been appropriated
by  far-right/alt-right/fascist  elements  in  Canada,  and  has  issued  death
threats against Muslims. Yellow Vests made up the bulk of the ostensibly
pro-pipeline “United We Roll” convoy from Alberta to Ottawa in February
2019, where the leaders of the Conservative Party of Canada and People’s
Party  of  Canada  spoke  alongside  white  nationalist  Faith  Goldy,  and
Conservative Senator David Tkachuk called upon the truck drivers to "roll
over every liberal left in the country."

Fascist supporters of the convoy included Christopher Hayes of Soldiers of
Odin and Worldwide Coalition Against Islam (WCAI). Dan Dubois, leader of
the Canadian Combat Coalition, led the convoy at points along the route.
Ontario Premier Doug Ford gave supportive public messages to the Yellow
Vest convoy along the way, as did United Conservative Party of  Alberta
leader (now Alberta Premier) Jason Kenney.

The convoy was confronted and outnumbered by a counter-rally organized
by Indigenous Solidarity Ottawa and Ottawa Against Fascism. Under the
banner Stand Up for Land Defenders, the counter-rally drowned out Yellow
Vests speakers with chants of  “Nazi  Scum off Our Streets!”  Predictably,
police organized to protect the fascists from the Indigenous and antifa rally.

Indigenous counter-protesters like Wolf  Tabobondung of Wasauksing First
Nation point out that the extractive projects and pipelines that the Yellow
Vests are promoting are being carried out on Indigenous lands and imposed
on Indigenous communities. Often these are unceded lands, that the state
and corporations have no standing over, and in other cases are happening
in violation of treaties. These are significant matters that connect issues of
resource extraction, industrial development, statist “nation building,” and
fascist mobilization (including against Indigenous communities).

Fascist poster removed 
in Lekwungen Territory 

Anti-Canada Day graffiti in Montreal, 2017


	· Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook by Mark Bray

